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Summary 

The magnitude and sign of the zeroth harmonic skew 
quadrupale colnpcnent of the magnetic field at 28.5 BeV 
are determined by exciting the normal mode frequencies 
in part of the debunched beam present during a flat top 
extracticn cycle. Simple rf excitation of the (9-Q) 

mode is employed. Filtered difference signals from 
pick-up electrodes are used to measure the frequencies 
and relative phases of the H ar?d V oscillations. Dur- 
ing acceleration x+hsn the beam is bunched it is kicked 
horizontally and the radial Fosition adjusted until the 
coupled vertical motion in the (9-Q) lrode reaches a 
maximum. Correction quadrupoles are then powered to 
minimize the observed amplitude. The magnitude of the 
coupling roughly tracks with the beam momentum. Satur- 
ation effects at high fields plus the powering of back- 
leg bumps and tuning quadrupoles on the SEB flat top 
are possible sources of the somewhat larger coupling 
observed under these conditions. 

Introduction 

During normal operation of the slow extracted 
beam in the Brookhaven AGS the proton beam is debunched 
in such a manner as to produce a momentum spread of h 
0.8%. This resglts in a beam whose radial spread due 
to momentum is Fb 1 cm at a Bnin. CJhen a transverse rf 
field is applied to this beam at frequencies (9-Q) ‘,;o 
where u.~ is the rotation frequency and Q varies over 
the expected range sf betatron tune, the amplitude of 
the observed coherent betatron oscillations exhibits a 
sharp peak at two distinct frequencies. These frequen- 
cies are the same for vertical or horizontal excitation 
and coherent oscillations are observed on pick-up 
plates sensitive to both horizontal and vertical motion. 
The H and V motion is in phase at one frequency and 180’ 
out of phase at the other. If these two frequencies 
dre applied simultaneously cne to each plane, then the 
classical interference pattern of coupled linear oscil- 
lators is observed. 

This behavior can be interpreted with the aid of 
Fig. ? which is a pl,at of the betatron frequencies as 
a Eunction of position at 28.5 BeV. The beam was bcnch- 
ed when this data was taken and thus *r is proportional 
t c its ;-~:;;iiit~i~~r,tllc ;:crii btii>h dLLiCra+y. The essen- 

tially strsight lines (obtained at this energy indicate 
a ne:ligi.blc octupole ccmponcnt in the magnetic field. 
If there is linear c<?npling present, these lines will 
not intersect at *r = 0, but will diverge as shown and 
the separati$>n will depend u?on the strength of the 

CL,ll??ir.~ . F’,r tte co:lpling intrcduccd by a zero theta 
skew qkladrtlpi> ?c field it can be shown that the t;ine vs 

wmcntlm will ‘Inve the shape shuwn when the slopes have 

I, 1, < > ? 1 t <. ,L 1 ': ., 5 :I r., 3r2 I,t;i:-%t'r,J. There :jill be tw, 

point; !dhcrtl the slope is zero and n bond of trcqllcn- 
ciis ,;: thk: iirdcr if the irt:quc~lcy splittirli; which cnn- 
tain nn particles. 

On the SEB flat t::p the (lcbl:nchiJd beam ocwpies a 

rcgkr: tr> the 1eEt of tht extracti<>n radius shown in 

Fix. ?. Although the relative vatties of Q, and Q CEl” 
chnil~<e sozxvhat ,vith opcrati n;; conditions, the beYn is 

;i l:~ays sprea~i :icro.ss the rL,p,ion where Q 
ahxcncc ,:f ct)‘~pl.<r.!:). knee, if c0upli.X:: 

= Q (in the 
isYprcscnt 

!Jc>rlc p~~rf~-rn~oci tsnrlc,r tht! nilspices s)f the> lJ.S. Energy 

Rcscarch and Dev~l.~p:n~!nt ,liln,inistrnti.ln. 

some part of the beam will be strongly affected as the 
negative flat top slope movea it toward the Q, = 8 ‘/s 
resonance. The distinct peaks observed with transverse 
rf excitation of the beam correspond to the frequencies 
where the slopes are zero in Fig. 2, i.e. points 1 and 
2. If one waits until late in the flat top before in- 
troducing the excitation, then only the peak at point 1 
is seen. 

Figure 1 shows a typical response at one of these 
frequencies. The excitation lasted three milliseconds 
and was in the vertical plane. The slow decay of the 

coherent signal can last for many milliseconds since 
the frequency spread in that part of the beam that is 
excited is quite small. When excitation is at frequen- 
cies above point 1 or below point 2, the response is 
much smaller because the non-zero slope of the curves 
results in less protons per unit frequency interval. 
The decay is very short and the coherence is essential- 
ly confined to the plane of excitation. If the excita- 
tion is at frequencies between 1 and 2 the response can 
be an order of magnitude or more smaller depending upon 
the coupling and the frequency. In general it will not 
be zero even though there is a hole in the betatron 
frequency spectrum here.' 

Coupling Analysis 

It can be shown’ that if the coupling is due to a 
zero-th harmonic skew quadrupole component the normal 
mode frequencies will be given by Eq. (1). (z = y). 
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Q, = ~(9 - 

,-Q' + Q" 
Q, = <(-2y + 
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9 
= B cos f ccs (Z-QZt + 'y2) 

fierc Q, Z Q, arc the uncoupled frequencies and the ex- 

pression represents Fig. 2 for Cr > 0. For ;r ,- 0 

Q -, 9 and one must interchange x and z and X and Z to 

oi:tainzthe other half of the plot. In Eq. (2) & is the 

angle that the lowest frequency ;nodc imakes with the x 
axis and 6 the angle that the highest frequency node 
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makes with the z axis.. When Q, > Q, one must inter- 
change x and z in these expressions also. In Eq. (3) 
K(s) is the skew gradient and C, z is the coupling co- 
efficient. For excitation at either 3f the normal mode 
frequencies the response in the x and z planes will be 
given by Eqs. (4) or (5) where A and B depend upon the 
betatron frequency distribution and the nature of the 
excitation.‘li Here when Q, :, Q, one nust interchange 
Qx 1;ith Qz. t!eas,?rement of the relative phase of the 
motion for a given mode can thus be used in conjunction 
with Eq. (2) tci determine the sign of the coupling. 

In order to measure the strength of the coupling 
with accuracy one must deternine Qz and 4( or their 
difference at known values of Q, and Q . If Q =Q,=Q 
then only the difference (QZ-QK) 5 CjQ’would bg re- 
quired, and this cou?d be obtained if one kicked a 
bunched beam in one plane with a pulse whose duration 
1 - the revolution period. Both normal modes would be 
esc?ted and the beat frequency (Q~-Q,) modulation of 
the ccherent oscillation amplitudes would be observed 
as the energy is transferred from one plane to the other 
(Fig. 3). An accurate measurement of this envelope 
frequency is generally not possible however even if 
Q, = Q, for reasons olltlined below. 

Returning to Fig. 2 we see that the frequencies 
at points 1 and 2 are for normal mcdes at slightly 
difEcrent momenta (~p/p f. .84 Y 10T3). 

GIEQ 
If we take /Cl= 

where Q is the average of the two measured values 
and 1Q/ their difference,it will always be less than 
the correct value since the separation at nr = 0 is al- 
ways larger as lcng as the uncoupled slopes are of op- 
posite sign and not equal. In principle C can be de- 
termined more Frecisely only if two or more additional 
quantities such as the angles o( and 8 or the slopes are 
known. One can obtain cy or b by measuring the ratio of 
the Y and y nmplitndes at various positions around the 
ring wh?n one of the normal mcdes is excited. The zero- 
th harl,lJnic of this distribution would gi.ve the angle 
and in principle one could determine the harmonics up 
to M/2 xhtre M is the number cf positicns monitored. 
However, a sufficiently accurate measurement 3f the 
angles or the slopes would be extremely difficult. 
Since the frequencies at points 1 and 2 could be mea- 
sured quite accurately, the simple expression given 
above was used to determine the required correction 
field. 

Flat Top Rcslllts 

Vertical excitation was used early in the flat top 
at - 29.4 BeV/c. Its duration was two milliseconds 
with a peak strength .:f .5 micrcradians per revolu- 
tion. The driving frequencies were 102.00 kc and 111.20 
kc but the beam frequency was measured at the beginning 
of the decay period with an accuracy of one part in 10’. 
For point 1 the value was 101.61 i .13 kc and for point 
2 li0.45 = .11 kc. The short tern’ stability was excep- 
tional when this data was obtained. Th\ls Ql = 9 - 
101.6i371.4 = 9 - .2736 = 8.7265 and Q2 = 9 - 
110.4i371.4 = 9 - .297J = 8.7027 and :f = 8.84 * .17 kc 
or ‘Q = 8.84!371.4 = .0238 * .OOO4. This gives for 
C = Q”Q = (Ql+ Q2)iQ/2 = 8.7146 bQ = .207L. 

It was observed that for point 1 the x and z mo- 
tion were 180* out of phase 
in phase. 

while f$r point 2 they were 
Hence C is negative and ,, K (s) in Eq. 

is positive. Using Eq. (3) with Bc = 10s ga~dcmj3) 

55 TJflC 
5 meters, and Q = G we obtain Eor the above 

an intogroted”k~ndiont x length of 10” gallss 
as the rzq~~ired skew quadrlpole strength to correct the 
L,bscrvcd ccripling. 

In the latr: spring of 1974 Eo~lr <,:;isting skew 
qladrupolcs on the XS ring were l~stld tJ obtain the 

necessary field. When the correction was applied the 
two peak frequencies moved closer together as expected. 
However, when the current was within less than lo”/, of 
the calculated value the peaks became less distinct and 
reproducible. Coherence in both planes with a slow de- 
cay could still be observed over two regions separated 
by 1 to 1.5 kc but not consistently. This was true on 
either side of the value where complete cancellation 
was expected. There was always some energy coupled t,o 
the other plane on most machine cycles in this region. 
The reason for this is not yet understocd (see below). 
These quadrupoles are now routinely used during slow 
beam operation to remove an observable tilt in the ex- 
tracted beam. 

Bunched Beam Measurements 

Using a horizontal kicker nagnet whose pulse ?ura- 
ticn is - ro the coupling was measured at 14.7, 2o and 
e 29.4 BeV/c with a low intensity bunched beam. In each 
case the beam radius was adjusted until the motion 
coupled into the vertical plane was a maximum or if a 
beat pattern of considerable duration was present (Fig. 
3) a zero amplitude mininum was the criterion. Then 
the correction quadrupoles were excited until the PO- 
tion coupled into the vertical plane was a minimum. 
Again complete cancellation was not achieved. The re- 
quired currents were 27, 52 and 58 to 60 amperes, the 
latter being within the 55-60 A measured on the flat 
top. Thus the source of the coupling scales with the 
momentum with a slight increase at the higher field 
(- 1l.i kGauss). The observed strength would corres- 
pond to rotating all the 240 AGS magnets by .37 mil- 
liradians. It is felt that the net effect could be 
due to randon misalignments5 but some systematic asym- 
metry present in the magnets and,/or their supports can- 
not be ruled <Tut. 

One characteristic of the signals shown in Fig. 3 
indicates a linitation in measuring coupling strength 
or betatron frequencies with a bunched beam. The perisd 
oE the beat frequency is increasing with time which 
means that the (9-Q)fo component of the notion of the 
centcr of charge of the beam changes with time. This 
effect is due to the tune spread in the beam and has 
been calculated” for essentially the conditions pre- 
sent here, i.e. no tune spread in the unkicked plane, 

Q i. Q and a coupling strength of sQ/? 2 .012. Even in 
tee abtence of coupling the coherence in the kicked 
plane would be damped due to the tune spread resulting 
in a variation of observed betatron frequency with 
time. As the coupling is reduced toward zero, the beat 
frequency will decrease and if the period becomes an 
appreciable fraction of a phase oscillation cycle, ad- 
ditional modulation of the coherent signal can be ex- 
pected.7 Figure 4 shows the minirrized vertical coher- 
ence present at 14.7 BcV!c on two different accasivns. 
The peak amplitude is 1110 of that with no correctisn. 
On the same scale the horizontal signal would be essen- 
tially zero by the time the vertical reached its peak 
value. Here the horizontal and vertical slopes are 
both negative but the latter is small compared to the 
horizontal. The bottom photo encompasses a little 
over half a phase oscillation period (T., 
and in it one can set a distinct echo at 

/~h~s4;y~“” 

Usually a horizontal signal is just barely discernible 
also. The upper photo at .2 nsec!div shows a definite 
beat pattern which however does not occur on every 
pulse. One can also observe beat patterns in the echm?. 
The presence oE the echo is qllitu scnsitivc to the car- 
rection and radial position and can serve apparently 
to locate the Q K 7 Q, p$:ict. .\t 29.L BzV/c the vcrti- 
~a.1 signal is simrlar but ri.s(,s ~;,Yr!cwl?nt L;:..wer to a 
larger relative amplitude, i.e. l/5 to li7 of thti {In- 
corrected value. However at a given cneri:y the peak 
amplitude varies linearly with this h~~rizontsl kic’k. 
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Because of the various effect mentioned above it is not 
clear that the observed amplitudes are a very accurate 
measure of the coupled energy. The significance of 
these observations is still under investigation. 
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Fig. 1. Filtered H & V difference signals cn 28.5 BeV 
flat top at 1 msecidivision. Vertical excita- 
tion at (9-Q)f,= 83.20 kc for 3 msec. 

Fig. 3. Filtered H & V difference signal at 26 BeV/c 
with horizontal kick at start of trace. Verti- 
cal scales are not identical hut both are SO 
-sec/div. No correction current. 
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Fig. 2. Qx, Q vs 
Y 

;r ~1” a 28.S BeV flat top. 

Fig. ir. Filtered vertical difference signal at l&.7 
BcV/c. Top at 200 : sec/div. bottom at 500 
;scc/div. Not identical vertical scales. 
Coupling minimized with correction dipoles i>n 
both occasions. 
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